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NEW PRODUCTS—NEXT GENERATION 2200—ISO CERTIFICATION
CONTROLLING DUST and SPILLAGE
TECHNICAL TRAINING: NEW UNIVERSITY!

GenStar® Precision Bearing Models 5000 & 5100
THE ISOLATOR SLEEVE
Snub Roller Solution

Sterling, IL — Frantz Manufacturing announces ‘the snub roller solution’. Traditional
snub rollers used in belt conveyor applications experience extreme forces as a result of
misaligned belt tensioning and harmonic vibration. These forces frequently fracture the weld
or crimp between the roller tube and bearing. Often, vibration is so repetitive, the tube itself
can fracture or the bearing can actually
‘walk’ out of the tube rendering the snub
roller inoperable.
FRANTZ has eliminated this problem by
developing GenStar® Precision Bearing
models 5000 and 5100, used in standard 2½”, 11 gauge roller tube applications. These GenStar® bearings are uniquely designed with a
polymer Isolator Sleeve along with a metal adapter that allows for a secure swage or crimp
fitment. This quality fitment assures the bearing will remain properly seated to the roller tube
for years of useful life.
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The design of the bearing allows for an aggressive crimp of the metal adapter, compressing
the polymer Isolator Sleeve while preventing pressure against the rolling elements. This
crimp secures the bearing in the tube in a superior fashion compared to the competition. The
Benefit: Truer high speed snub roller performance and fewer roller failures reducing
conveyor down time. Additionally, less costly tubes may be used as more exact tube
tolerances are not required, while often eliminating the need to counterbore prior to the
swaging process helping to reduce total cost due to the enhanced flexibility of the FRANTZ
bearing in the swaging process. Questions or help—Contact Greg Yemm, Sr. VP of Sales at:
gyemm@frantz-mfg.com
www.frantz-mfg.com

KWS Receives ISO 9001-2015 Certification
Burleson, TX — KWS Manufacturing Co., Ltd. has successfully
passed their ISO 9001-2015 certification audit. The third-party audit by DAS Certification included all phases of operations at KWS,
including sales, engineering and manufacturing. Continue page 2
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ISO 9001-2015 certification continues

Bill Mecke, PE, President of KWS, states “Receiving certification to the latest ISO standard is a huge
achievement and source of pride for everyone at KWS. KWS has been ISO certified for over 10 years
now and quality is part of our culture. We are committed to total customer satisfaction and making progress every day through our continuous improvement program. KWS quality and service is the best in the industry.
KWS will continue to provide the Knowledge, Workmanship and Solutions that our customers have come to expect.”
KWS is also certified to design and manufacture process equipment in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Code as well as repair pressure vessels and process equipment in accordance with the National Board of Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Inspectors (NBIC). KWS is the only conveyor manufacturer in the world with ISO, ASME and
NBIC certifications.
For more information, please call KWS at 800-543-6558 or visit their website.

www.kwsmfg.com

SYNTRON UNIVERSITY-TECHNICAL TRAINING
Saltillo, MS—Syntron Material Handling, LLC, SMH Distribution and
Manufacturer’s Representatives will soon be back at the factory for
SMH University. Our first University in February was a success and
April 18-20 is completely booked. Our next training session is August
22-24, 2017. Attendance is limited to the first 25 people. Email Sheena
Woodruff at: sheena.woodruff@syntronmh.com for more information
and to reserve a seat.

MEET ALLAN HUMMEL—NEW ELECTRICAL FIELD SERVICE / SALES ENGINEER
Saltillo, MS—Syntron Material Handling, LLC, is pleased to announce that Allan
Hummel has joined the company as Electrical Field Service and Sales Engineer. Allan has
worked in Electrical Controls and Design for many years. His experience includes Allen
Bradley Control Logix Programming and PLC5 Programming. He is also experienced in
electrical, mechanical, pneumatic, and hydraulic systems, as well as VFD’s. Email Allan or
call him at 385.242.8388.
www.syntronmh.com

CEMA UNIT HANDLING BOOK
NOW AVAILABLE AS A PDF!
2ND ED. APPLICATION GUIDE
ALSO AVAILABLE IN HARDCOPY!

TO PURCHASE, GO TO: CEMASTORE.COM
Interested in CEMA Membership? Contact—Kimberly MacLaren, 239-260-8406, kim@cemanet.org
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EXTERRA® SECONDARY BELT CLEANER

Hartland, WI—Dorner Mfg. Corp, says when applications call for precise

movement of product, then Dorner’s newly redesigned 2200 Series
Precision Move Conveyor is the answer.
Dorner’s new 2200 Series
Precision Move Conveyor is engineered for accurate movement of product
at specific times, distances and intervals that are critical for components in
the manufacturing and packaging processes of small-to-medium sized
parts. Precision Move gives greater product control and accuracy to
automated applications including machine integration, robotice pick-nplace, precision indexing, accurate part positioning, timed conveying,
vision inspection and part handling. The timing belt and servo motor combination adds a level of precision
capability to the proven 2200 Series platform.
New feature of the conveyor include reverse V-Guide belt tracking along the entire length of the conveyor to provide
seamless belt performance without the need for side guides; expanded conveyor sizes—a small, one-inch wide
conveyor option with tip-up tail for easy belt removal; and additional servo motor support with selectable motor
manufacture and model numbers, as well as additional gear ratios for enhance performance.
The 2200 Series Precision Move Conveyor is the fourth and final platform introduced as part of Dorner’s newly
redeisigned 2200 Series family of conveyors. In April, 2016, Dorner re-launched the original 2200 Series to include
new features such as a redesigned frame, additional belting and expanded guiding to make the platform stronger,
faster and more flexible. The 2200 series LPZ, which comes with one or two pivot points, launched in June as a new
offering in the newly redesigned series. In September, the third conveyor, the 2200 Modular Belt, debuted with
additional belt options, a sleek open frame design and a universal T-slot.
Features and benefits of the new 2200 Series Precision Move Conveyor include: Loads up to 200 pounds, 12 tooth T10
profile, Positive drive, no slip belting, Conveyor lengths: 1.5’ to 30’, Conveyor widths between 1” and 24”, Belt
speeds up to 370 feet per minute, Conveyor only repeatability +/-.02”, and Servo package repeatability +/-.04”.
For more information please call Dorner at: 800.397.8664 or visit their website.

www.dornerconveyors.com

SILVER MINE CONTROLS DUST AND SPILLAGE
USING MODERN CONVEYOR TECHNOLOGY
Neponset, IL—Martin Engineering Company announces how they were able to
helped the largest primary silver producer in North America to mitigate fugitive
material and increase safety by upgrading the company’s bulk handling system.
Coeur Mining, Inc., located in Pershing County, Nevada, produces an estimated
y8ield of 5.0 million ounces of silver and more than 50,000 ounces of gold in 2015.
Coeur Mining, Inc. was experiencing excessive dust and spillage on the conveyor
leading from the crusher to the surge pile, which lowered air quality, required 510 man hours per day to clean, and caused unscheduled downtime from premature equipment failure. Martin Engineering installed a transfer point load zone ……………..…….continue on page 4
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Continued from previous page…..

using EVO® Conveyor Architecture that contains dust and
spillage by centering and controlling cargo, resulting in reduced
maintenance, improved workplace safety and a lower cost of
operation.Given the system’s age and the amount of usage over
nearly 30 years in service, company officials wanted to find ways to update
the conveyors with leading-edge technology to raise efficiency, reduce dust
and spillage, and contribute to improved safety. Conveyor B was chosen as
the starting point with the most potential for improvement. With a troughing
angle of 35 degrees, Conveyor B handles nearly 1500 TPH of rock that has
been sized to 4-inch minus, carrying it from the secondary cone crusher to the
surge pile stacker.
Coeur also noticed belt damage occurring as a result of fugitive material. “As material escapes, it accumulates on
idlers and other components, often creating friction points that contribute to excessive wear and premature failure,”
commented Martin Engineering Product Engineer Daniel Marshall.
Over a seven-day period, five Martin EVO Combination Cradles were installed to absorb the impact of the falling
load, while minimizing friction and belt wear. To read more about EVO® Conveyor Combination Cradle,
Architecture, Troughing Idler go to: www.martin-eng.com

ASGCO’S NEW State-of-the-art Belt Vulcanizing
Equipment Technology

Allentown, PA—ASGCO® is pleased to introduce VUL-CON™ Vulcanizing Press. ASGCO® VUL-CON™
Vulcanizing Press is light weight, durable and versatile with complete availability of coverage for all splice lengths,
fabric ply or steel cord. Our presses are easy to set-up and operate and easy to maintain. VUL-CON™ Vulcanizing
Presses are made of high grade aluminum platens and beams to provide maximum tensile and bending strength with
minimum weight. All VUL-CON™ Vulcanizing Presses provide uniform temperature and pressure required to
vulcanize a wide array of conveyor belts.
We manufacture to all sizes and have a stock of the more traditional sizes used in the industry. ASGCO® has been
splicing and vulcanizing conveyor belts since 1971. For more information on this product, call toll free: 800.344.4000
Features and Benefits:


Lightweight compact design for easy transport



Includes flush valves and inset bolts/nuts connecting the traverse bars



All electrical systems are CE, CSA, and UL approved



Durable for use in harshest of environments



Traction bolts pass through the cross bean profile for a high level of safety



Exact temperature regulation via an electronic control box



Even pressure distribution across the splice area.



Vulcanizing temperature is uniform and accurate.



Automatic features for setting the temperature and curing time



Standard sizes are available (custom size upon request)

www.asgco.com

….continue next page
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Continued from previous page…..

Components & Specifications


Platen—Custom extruded plank, silicone heating elements (up to 163°C/325°F), and durable
composite insulating packaging are used to construct a flexible platen that contours to belt
irregularities. Flush connectors provide a smooth profile; recessed power connections are
sealed for moisture resistance.



Beam Restraining System - Superior E-style bars made of extruded aluminum are engineered for any belt width. Recessed high tensile steel nut/bolt assemblies connect E-bars for
a steadfast, reduced profile. Each press includes the VUL-CON™ restraining system as a secondary E-bar lock for increased operator safety.



Control Box - The new VUL-CON™ Switchgear Box is the most advanced control system in the world. Incorporating controls for 2 platens. Splice data can be stored and recalled through the built-in data logger.



CE, CSA and UL Approved – All electrical CE, CSA and UL approved.
For more information: www.asgco.com

Call toll free: 800-344-4000 or E-mail: info@asgco.com

CEMA BUCKET ELEVATOR BOOK,
BEST PRACTICES IN DESIGN
FIRST EDITION

4 More Weeks—COMING SOON!

Summary of Book:


Eleven chapters, 182 pages, and nomenclature



Chapters consists of: general description,
characteristics of bulk materials, how to select bucket elevators, horsepower and calculations, casing, buckets, belts, pulleys,
chains, sprockets and safety

Keep an eye on CEMAStore.com for Availability!
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